On locating Proto-Uralic

In recent years the debate regarding the Proto-Uralic homeland has again intensified. However, not all the relevant arguments have been considered thoroughly. Therefore, in the present article their validity and weight are evaluated. The article also develops further concepts and methodology for reconstruction of stages of Uralic, making it possible to compare Uralic stages to the Indo-Iranian loanword layers with higher resolution than before. As a result, the paper locates Late Proto-Uralic and successive stages in the Central Ural Region, matching the Koptyaki Culture (dated to the early 2nd millennium BCE) and its local predecessor.
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1. Introduction

The debate on the Proto-Uralic homeland goes back a long way (for earlier research history, see K. Häkkinen 1996: 65–76) and it is still ongoing, the strongest candidates being located on either side of the Ural Mountains, either a European homeland in the Volga-Ural Region or a Siberian homeland in West Siberia (up to the Yenisei). Recent articles supporting the Volga-Ural homeland are Kallio (2006; 2015b), J. Häkkinen (2009), and Parpola (2012b; 2017; 2022). Recent articles supporting the West Siberian homeland are Janhunen (2009), Nichols & Rhodes (2018), Nichols (2021), Grünthal et al. (2022), and Saarikivi (2022). In practice, the actual distance between the candidates for the homeland is sometimes minimal; compare the homeland in the Kama-Ural Region in Parpola (2022: 270, 264) to the homeland reaching to the east from the Central Trans-Urals in Saarikivi (2022: 56).

In this article I intend to go through all the relevant arguments for locating the Late Proto-Uralic homeland. Due to ongoing advances in the fields of Uralic etymology and historical phonology, the criteria are stricter in this critical examination than in many earlier articles – including my own previous attempt on the topic (J. Häkkinen 2009).

It is crucial to define what is relevant evidence and what is not. First, many earlier pieces of evidence have been discarded due to flaws which weaken their evidentiary value. If a word has too narrow a distribution, too irregular sound correspondences between cognates, or the original meaning cannot be reconstructed reliably, it has no value for locating the homeland.

This leads to the second point: the only relevant chronological stage here is Late Proto-Uralic – the moment in time right before the disintegration. Not only are pieces of evidence that are too late discarded, but so are pieces of evidence that are too early. The suggested Ural-Altaic features of an areal-typological nature and possible distant contacts or even relatedness with Indo-European, Yukaghir, or Eskimo-Aleut would in any case precede Late Proto-Uralic by several millennia. These phenomena are just as irrelevant for locating Late Proto-Uralic as the location of Late Proto-Finnic (in Estonia) or Late Proto-Samoyedic (in South Siberia).
Arguments for locating the homeland can be divided into two categories: compelling arguments and suggesting arguments. Compelling arguments are undeniable, and only if they cannot help to locate the homeland must we turn to suggesting arguments. Among the compelling arguments are the loanword layers from identifiable and locatable donor languages (Section 2) and the paleolinguistic evidence (Section 3). There are several suggesting arguments, but those deserve a shorter treatment (Section 4).

As byproducts of this critical examination, a new model for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic will be proposed (Subsection 5.1), as well as the dating of Late Proto-Uralic and the successive stages of reconstruction (Subsection 5.2). After that, a conclusion is drawn from the locating arguments (Subsection 5.3), followed by a brief review of possible archaeological counterparts (Subsections 5.4 and 5.5).

The new model for disintegration has consequences for the question of which words should be counted as Proto-Uralic. When is the distribution of a word wide enough to be counted as Proto-Uralic? In the present critical examination I apply a criterion that in the west, a cognate must be found in at least Mordvin, Finnic, or Saami, and in the east, a cognate must be found at least in Mansi or Khanty. I will acknowledge the special status of Samoyedic, yet I will argue in Subsection 5.3 for why the presented disintegration model allows a word to not be present in Samoyedic, although in that case a regular cognate in Mansi or Khanty is required. For example, the famous words for ‘bee’ and ‘honey’ do not have cognates beyond Hungarian in the east, making them too suspect as Late Proto-Uralic words.

As will be demonstrated later, there is probably more than half a millennium (but less than a full millennium) between the first regional division and the first (macro-)branch-specific sound changes. Such circumstances naturally lead to the existence of a multitude of words which appeared after Late Proto-Uralic but still cannot be distinguished from the Late Proto-Uralic words by the phonological criteria. Such circumstances require applying quite a strict distributional criterion.¹

¹ I would like to thank Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte, anonymous referees, and the editors for their valuable comments.
1.1. On notations and labels

In the first syllable, there are eight generally accepted vowel qualities in Proto-Uralic: the front vowels *ä, *e, *i, *ü and the back vowels *a, *o, *u, *
*e (\textsuperscript{\textdagger}) (Aikio 2022: 5). There were only two certain vowel qualities beyond 
the first syllable, namely *a and *ǝ, the primary distinction probably being 
a full vowel vs. a reduced vowel (Kallio 2012: 163–165). Possibly a phoneti-
cally front allophone appeared after a front vowel in the first syllable, and 
a phonetically back allophone after a back vowel. There is also some evi-
dence supporting the possible existence of *o in non-initial syllables (Aikio 

In the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet (UPA), the symbol /ǝ/ denotes a pho-
netic value different from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), that 
is, it is usually a front counterpart of the back /ǝ̑/, and both of those UPA 
symbols are semilabial and mid-high (the three vowel heights in the UPA 
do not neatly correspond to the four vowel heights in the IPA; see Iivonen 
2012: 18).

The reconstruction stages following Late Proto-Uralic, as well as other 
related concepts, will be labeled and explained when they are encountered 
in the present critical examination. Labels for units at different stages of 
disintegration following the uniform proto-language are: (1) center = re-
gionally separated unit > (2) pre-dialect = substitutionally differing unit > 
(3) proto-dialect = phonologically differing unit (see Subsection 5.1).

Datings are specified with the conventional marking “BCE”, denoting 
calendar years before the common calendrical starting point. Datings are 
rough approximations, which is shown by the use of even centuries. Ab-
reviations are explained when they first appear, and a list of abbreviations 
can be found at the end of the article.

The Ural Mountains are generally divided into five regions in Russia 
and one in Kazakhstan. From the north, the regions are the Polar Urals, 
the Sub-Polar Urals (the Nether Urals), the Northern Urals, the Central 
Urals (the Middle Urals), and the Southern Urals. The southernmost re-
gion in Kazakhstan is called the Mughalzhar Hills. The most relevant 
regions for this article are the Central Urals (parallel to the Lower and 
Middle Kama up to Perm) and the Southern Urals (parallel to the Mid-
dle Volga from the Kama fork down to the Kazakhstan border). The label 
“Trans-Urals” denotes the eastern slopes of the Urals and a narrow strand 
of lowland adjacent to them.
1.2. Different types of borrowing

As loanwords occupy a great share of the following critical scrutiny, an important topic must be clarified first. The distinction between borrowing into the uniform proto-language and into later stages has been generally acknowledged, but it is necessary to increase the resolution here. There are several types of borrowing concerning the situation after the disintegration of the proto-language, and the evidentiary value varies between them. I illustrate the different types with examples from the Indo-Iranian loanwords:

1. **Parallel borrowing**: Difference in sound substitutions between recipient languages, while the original word in the donor language is the same. U *počaw* ‘reindeer’ (> Saami, Finnic?, Mari, Permic) represents substitution with o and U *päčVw/γ* ‘reindeer calf’ (> Mansi, Khanty) substitution with ä of the very same Proto-Iranian *patsu- ‘cattle’ (Holopainen 2019: 184–185, 196).

2. **Variant borrowing**: Difference between variants of the original word in the donor language. U *s/šerňa* ‘gold’ (> Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty) vs. U *serňa* ‘gold’ (> Mordvin) belong to this type, as the latter was borrowed from a different grade of the same Proto-Iranian word, where there was a syllabic resonant instead of a vowel: PIr *dzəranya-* vs. PIr *dzɾHnya- ‘gold’ (Holopainen 2019: 232–234).

3. **Separate borrowing**: Different donor languages or different chronological stages of the same donor lineage. U *sa/ora* ‘lake’ (> Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty) vs. Proto-Permic *sariďz* ‘sea’ (Holopainen 2019: 217–219) must represent two donor languages/stages separated by a great gap in time, because the original U *a* has changed into the PPe *u (Metsäranta 2020: 94).

4. **Irregular developments** in a recipient language, which cannot be entirely explained by differences between sound substitutions, donor variants, or donor languages, for example U *ćarwi* ‘horn’ vs. PKh *ćerpa* ‘horn’ (Holopainen 2019: 220–222).

Considering the evidentiary value of these types, (1) parallel borrowing is solid evidence for the disintegration of the proto-language: if the very same word has been borrowed in parallel, showing different sound substitutions between branches, then we can be certain that the proto-language indeed
disintegrated during the borrowing. However, there is a distributional restriction for this rule: if one of these substitutions has a wide enough distribution in Uralic, it still can be reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic, as the other substitution with narrow distribution could be later. In such case we would actually be dealing with separate borrowings.

(2) Variant borrowing is almost as strong evidence for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic, because it requires at least two centers within the proto-language speech community. This type of borrowing can be considered the second strongest evidence pointing to the already disintegrated proto-language. The same distributional restriction applies here as in the previous type.

In the case of (3) separate borrowing, when the words are from different points in time, we cannot exclude the possibility that the older or more widespread loanword was earlier known also in the other language, until it became replaced by the younger rather similar-looking loanword. Therefore, this type is somewhat weaker evidence for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic.

(4) Irregular developments occurring in an individual language or branch after the borrowing event cannot testify against the status of the word in the uniform proto-language, although it certainly can distort our attempts to reconstruct the word in the proto-language. Irregular cognates in some branches cannot diminish the value of regular cognates in other branches: if those branches are distant enough in the taxonomic model of the language family, the word can be reconstructed for the proto-language.

2. Early Indo-European loanword layers

Within the Early Indo-European loanword layers, I include early stages of two separate donor lineages, which descend from Late Proto-Indo-European (LPIE): the Indo-Iranian lineage consisting of Early (EPIIr) > Middle (MPIIr) > Late Proto-Indo-Iranian (LPIIr) > Proto-Iranian (PIr), and the Northwest Indo-European lineage consisting of Archaic Indo-European (AIE) > Northwest Indo-European (NwIE). At the moment the number of convincing loanwords in the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian layer is about a dozen, and greater still in the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian layers (Grünthal et al. 2022: Appendix 2 “Indo-Iranian loans in Uralic”). There are several dozen proposed Archaic and Northwest Indo-European loanwords, but their reassessment is still an ongoing process.
2.1. Indo-European and Uralic

Since the generally accepted rejuvenation of Late Proto-Uralic (Kallio 2006; J. Häkkinen 2009), this stage is no longer contemporaneous with Late Proto-Indo-European. That does not disqualify the earliest proposed Indo-European loanwords in Uralic, it only requires a new label for them. I use the label Archaic Indo-European as an umbrella term for the loanwords resembling LPIE with wide distribution in Uralic, and the label Northwest Indo-European for the (usually likewise LPIE resembling) loanwords, which have a western (Finno-Permic) distribution in Uralic and cognates mainly in the Northwest Indo-European branches. Most if not all of the Archaic Indo-European loanwords could probably be explained as borrowed from the ancestor of Northwest Indo-European.

Northwest Indo-European is not a proto-dialect in the same sense as Late Proto-Indo-Iranian, but rather a continuum of phonologically conservative Indo-European varieties roughly corresponding to the wide area of the Corded Ware Cultures. Northwest Indo-European branches (at least Balto-Slavic, Germanic, Celtic, and Italic) share quite a lot of words that lack cognates in more distant branches. Many such words also show phonological or phonotactic features foreign to Late Proto-Indo-European and tend to denote local flora, fauna, and livelihoods, which points towards a substrate origin from unknown ancient languages (Mallory & Adams 2006: 78–79).

It has also been noted that while Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, and Greek must be assumed to have gone through some branch-specific sound changes already during the 3rd millennium BCE, in the northwest, the phonological distinctions occur only during the 2nd millennium BCE (Mallory & Adams 2006: 103–104). Even the loanwords borrowed into Uralic branches seem to testify that distinguishably Balto-Slavic and Germanic phonological features appear later than the recognizable Indo-Iranian features (Kallio 2009: 38–40; forthcoming).

In principle, both of these Early Indo-European donor lineages weigh heavily on locating Proto-Uralic. In practice, however, we suffer from limitations in the resolution between the reconstruction stages and in the quality of the loanwords. These topics are considered in Subsections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2. Changing views in the Uralic studies

During the late 20th century, in the Uralic studies there prevailed the so-called Moderate Continuity Theory, in which the arrival of Finnic and Saami in the Baltic Sea Region was connected to the spread of the Typical Combed Ware ca. 4000 BCE, and (Late) Proto-Indo-European was seen as roughly contemporaneous with (Late) Proto-Uralic. In that framework, the Indo-Iranian loanword layers were seen as clearly later than Proto-Uralic (on the research history, see Aikio & Aikio 2001).

At the beginning of the current century, the accumulating evidence especially from Germanic loanwords led to a later dating for the phonological divergence between Finnic and Saami (Koivulehto 2002; Aikio 2006; Kallio 2009; 2015a). At the same time, discontent towards the traditional Uralic taxonomic model also grew, i.e. the family tree in which Samoyedic was the first branch to split away (K. Häkkinen 1984; Salminen 1989; 2002; J. Häkkinen 2007).

It was also more pronouncedly emphasized that linguistic continuity could not be reliably tracked from archaeological continuity (Aikio & Aikio 2001; Mallory 2001; J. Häkkinen 2010). The utter unreliability of the continuity argument was finally revealed by gravely contradicting datings achieved by the very same method from the very same data, when Proto-Uralic was claimed to have been spoken in Finland already right after the Ice Age (on the history of this scientific debate in Finland, see Tirkkonen 2012).

Together all these factors led to a paradigm shift. When Samoyedic no longer had veto power to dismiss words from being Late Proto-Uralic, it was possible to consider even the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords as being borrowed into Late Proto-Uralic. Consequently, earlier datings were rejected and later datings around 2000 BCE were accepted for Late Proto-Uralic (Kallio 2006; J. Häkkinen 2009; Parpola 2012b). The level of phonology (enough regular cognates in the Uralic branches) subdued the level of distribution as the paramount dating criterion.

However, it has been recently demonstrated that distribution cannot be so easily overruled when the number of convincing loanwords in a layer is high enough. That is, when there appear to be more than a dozen Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic and none of these has a cognate in Samoyedic, it becomes highly improbable that all the words could have simply disappeared since Late Proto-Uralic (Grünthal et al. 2022: 10). At the same time, the stage where a shift occurs from regular cognates to
parallel borrowings appears to be much later, occurring only around the Proto-Iranian stage (Holopainen 2019: 343).

Neither of these arguments can be explained away or ignored. The reason for the apparently contradictory results must lie in the fundamental difference between the lexical and phonological levels. Therefore, based on the evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers, I will construct a new model for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic, presented in Subsection 5.1.

### 2.3. Resolution of the donor lineages

By resolution I mean the density of successive distinguishable reconstruction stages in a donor lineage, seen in the loanwords through the Uralic filter. In a donor lineage, there might have occurred changes concerning word-initial consonant clusters or voiced obstruents, but many such changes would remain invisible due to the restrictions caused by Uralic phonology and phonotactics: an initial cluster would have been substituted by a single consonant, and a voiced obstruent would have been substituted by a voiceless obstruent. Similarly, the presence of the Indo-European palatovelars and labiovelars in a donor lineage would be difficult to recognize reliably (Holopainen 2021).

For the taxonomy of Proto-Indo-European, I follow the well-argued consensus view, according to which Anatolian was the first branch to split away, followed by Tocharian (Jasanoff 2017; Ringe 2017). The remaining core is here called Late Proto-Indo-European (LPIE), following Anthony & Ringe (2015: 201).

Concerning the disintegration of Late Proto-Indo-European, centumization and satemization are no longer considered clade-defining changes: the first occurred independently across different branches, and the second has spread secondarily (Ringe 2017). There are more exceptions to satemization in Balto-Slavic than in Indo-Iranian, which points to its secondary spread (Kim 2018: 1975). In the position after *s LPIE *k was depalatalized to *k before satemization in Balto-Slavic (Matasović 2005: 148), showing that satemization was not the earliest Balto-Slavic sound change.

The ruki-rule in Indo-Iranian was triggered also by the secondary *i developing from an earlier syllabic laryngeal and the secondary *r from *l (Lubotsky 2018: 1881), so it was not among the earliest Indo-Iranian sound changes. Also, the results in Nuristani differ from those in Iranian and Indic (Hegedűs 2012). In Balto-Slavic the ruki-rule is regular only in Slavic, while
in Baltic it is more restricted (Kim 2018: 1976), and therefore it seems to have spread there only after the disintegration of Proto-Balto-Slavic. In Balto-Slavic the *ruki-rule is also later than satemization (Matasović 2005: 148).

Interestingly, some Baltic loanwords in Finnic show the *ruki reflex even though the modern East Baltic languages do not, e.g. LPFi *laiha ‘thin, slender’ < MPFi *lajša ← dialectal Balto-Slavic *laišas ~ Lithuanian líesas ‘thin’ < *laisas (Kallio 2008: 267). Due to the secondary nature of this change, it is natural to assume that *laišas would represent some eastern Balto-Slavic dialect spoken closest to Indo-Iranian, while *laisas could represent a more central Balto-Slavic dialect (Proto-Latvo-Lithuanian?). There are possible traces of an even more diverse continuum of Balto-Slavic varieties than has been recognized thus far, based on recurring irregularities in the loanwords borrowed into the West Uralic branches (J. Häkkinen 2022).

Archaic Indo-European and Northwest Indo-European were still phonologically very similar to Late Proto-Indo-European, at least as far as we can see through the Uralic filter. However, there seem to be no certain examples of preserved palatovelars in the loanwords borrowed into Uralic (Holopainen 2021: 199). This could point to post-Proto-Indo-European donor languages, as the palatovelars either merged with the plain velars (in centum-dialects) or changed to palatalized affricates or sibilants (in satem-dialects). As Germanic has gone through centumization and Balto-Slavic through satemization, there could be ancient loanwords from both types of dialects in Uralic. However, it is questionable whether we could distinguish even the centumized or satemized consonants from the Late Proto-Indo-European consonants through the Uralic filter:

1. LPIE *k, *g, and *gh could have been substituted by either U *k or U *č, and LPIE *kw, *gw, and *gwh could have been substituted by U *k or *ku.
2. The centumized *k, *g, and *gh (< *k, *g, and *gh) would have been substituted by U *k, and the preserved *kw, *gw, and *gwh could have been substituted by U *k or *ku.
3. The satemized *č, *ʒ, and *ʒh would have been substituted by U *č, and the *k, *g, and *gh (< *kw, *gw, and *gwh) would have been substituted by U *k.

Consequently, even if there were centumization- or satemization-related sound changes in an Indo-European donor language, we could not, in the absence of other branch-specific sound changes to guide our interpretation, reliably distinguish them from the Late Proto-Indo-European stage.
Moreover, even if there were loanwords from some early centum- or satem-dialects adopted into Uralic, their accurate dating would still be practically impossible to determine: the centumization- and satemization-related sound changes could have occurred in different Indo-European branches at different times, from right after the Late Proto-Indo-European stage (around or before 3000 BCE) to much later dates (around or after 2000 BCE).

Because this time span also includes the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic, such a lack of resolution prevents us from estimating whether those kinds of loanwords were borrowed into Late Proto-Uralic or already into separate Uralic pre-dialects, and therefore their value for locating Proto-Uralic would be gravely diminished. Temporally relevant would be only those loanwords which have been borrowed from a datable reconstruction stage, and among those, spatially relevant would be only those loanwords which would immediately precede the dispersal of Late Proto-Uralic.

The chronological resolution is high only in the Indo-Iranian lineage (see Subsection 2.5), while in the Northwest Indo-European lineage the lack of distinguishable sound changes (visible through the Uralic filter) continues up to the 2nd millennium BCE, making that lineage practically worthless for locating Late Proto-Uralic (Figure 1; for the chronology, see Subsection 5.2).

Figure 1: Successive reconstruction stages are not always phonologically distinguishable; only those which are separated by a thin horizontal line are. In the Indo-Iranian lineage the resolution is highest, but between the Uralic and the Northwest Indo-European lineages it is difficult to date the loanwords precisely.
At the moment, there is no reliable method to distinguish loanwords adopted into Late Proto-Uralic from loanwords adopted earlier or later, and consequently I am forced to dismiss the Northwest Indo-European lineage from this scrutiny.

2.4. Quality of loanwords

There are several dozen proposed loanwords which could be borrowed from Late Proto-Indo-European, Archaic Indo-European, or Northwest Indo-European (e.g., Koivulehto 1991; 2001), so the existence of such loanword layers does not suffer from the lack of quantity but from the possible lack of quality. There are recent critical assessments about the words with Uralic *š as the assumed substitute for the Indo-European laryngeals (Hyllested 2014), about the most widespread Indo-European loanwords in Uralic (Simon 2020), and about the words containing alleged Late Proto-Indo-European palatovelars (Holopainen 2021). Many of the assumed early Indo-European loanwords have already been proven to be improbable, but there are still plenty of proposed loanwords waiting to be assessed more thoroughly.

We must bear in mind that even if some loanwords showed unexpected sound correspondences, it would not automatically make them false. Some phonological mismatches could be caused by phonological developments occurring already before Late Proto-Indo-European or Late Proto-Uralic, so they could reflect very ancient contacts. Other mismatches could reflect a lost dialect of some Indo-European branch or just an arbitrary and unexpected sporadic sound substitution. If there are multiple occurrences of such an unexpected sound correspondence (becoming a recurring irregularity), it becomes more probable that there is some real phenomenon behind them. As an example, there are at least two occasions showing unexpected U *ć reflecting LPIE/LPIIr *s, which I here suggest possibly belong to the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer:

U *poća ‘penis’ >
Saami *puoće ~ Hungarian fasz (Sammallahti 1988: 548)
← LPIIr *pásas (> Sanskrit pásas-; Holopainen 2019: 185) < LPIE *péses ‘penis’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 183–184)
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U *močko- ‘wash’ > Finnic, Mordvin, Mari, Permic, Hungarian, Samoyedic (Sammallahti 1988: 538)

← LPIIr *mazg- (> Sanskrit májjati ‘sinks’) < LPIE *mesg- ‘dip underwater, dive’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 403; Pokorny 2007: 2107); cf. Balto-Slavic *mazgo- ‘wash’ < *mosg- (Derksen 2015: 308)

Both of these words could represent the well-known *o-substitution for the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian *a (see Holopainen 2019: 49–50). The second word has earlier been considered a Proto-Indo-European loanword, but the Uralic *ć was problematic without any known further examples (Simon 2020: 248). This word could also come from Balto-Slavic, but it is more probable that both of these words come from the same donor language, namely Late Proto-Indo-Iranian. There are also other loanwords in this layer for which a cognate is present in Samoyedic (see Subsection 2.6.2).

One possible explanation for the unexpected substitution with *ć is connected to the fact that Uralic *ć appears frequently in the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords as the substitute for *ć, *ʒ̯, and *ʒ̯ʰ. Perhaps that sound was therefore associated with that particular donor language and hypercorrectly appeared even in some words where the donor language had plain *s?

My original intention was to include in this scrutiny also loanwords from the Northwest Indo-European donor lineage, but after consulting with Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte (Aikio, personal communication), I concluded that a critical reassessment of the quality of these loanwords has only begun. Another reason for omitting these loanwords was the low resolution between the Uralic and the Northwest Indo-European donor lineages (see Subsection 2.3).

Moreover, the evidentiary value of Archaic Indo-European loanwords would in any case be weak. Even though Late Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Indo-European were spoken in Europe, the picture is complicated by the location of Pre-Proto-Tocharian. This eastward expansion is generally connected to the movement from the European steppe to South Siberia, where the Afanasyevo Culture was formed (Anthony & Ringe 2015: 209). As this movement is dated already to the 4th millennium BCE, the Archaic Indo-European spoken there could easily explain loanwords into Early or Late Proto-Uralic, if these stages were spoken in South Siberia.
Therefore, no decisive evidence could be gained from the Archaic Indo-European loanwords as long as we cannot reliably demonstrate that they belong to the Northwest Indo-European lineage instead of the Tocharian lineage, or at least demonstrate a temporal gap between the AIE and the NwIE loanword layers being so short that it would require also a regional vicinity and make it probable that they represent successive stages of the very same NwIE lineage.

2.5. Reconstruction stages of the Indo-Iranian lineage

The early part of the Indo-Iranian lineage is here divided into four reconstruction stages: Early (EPIIr), Middle (MPIIr), and Late Proto-Indo-Iranian (LPIIr), as well as Proto-Iranian (PIr). The following list contains mainly sound changes distinguishable through the Uralic filter, as seen in the Indo-Iranian loanwords borrowed into Uralic, so the list is not comprehensive. The sound changes are taken from Ollett (2014), Cantera (2017), and Lubotsky (2018):

1. Early Proto-Indo-Iranian:
   1.1. Interconsonantal *h > *i
   1.2. Brugmann’s Law: *o > *ō in open syllables
   1.3. Laryngeal coloring: *e+h₂ > *a+h₂, *e+h₃ > *o+h₃
   1.4. *l > *r

2. Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian:
   2.2. The ruki-rule: *s > *š next to r, u, K, i (also the secondary *i and *r)
   2.3. Palatalization of the velar stops before the remaining *e: *k, *g, *gʰ > *č, *ʒ, *ʒʰ

3. Late Proto-Indo-Iranian:
   3.1. The merger of non-high vowels and syllabic nasals: *a, *e, *o, *m, *n > *a
   3.2. The merger of remaining laryngeals into *H

4. PIr: The depalatalization of affricates *č, *ʒ > *ts, *dz

Satemization is rather difficult to date. It must precede the stage 2.3, but it could also be somewhat earlier (but not the earliest; see Subsection 2.3). Even though the laryngeal coloring on an adjacent short *e (*e+h₂ > *e+h₃; *e+h₂ > *a+h₂; *e+h₃ > *o+h₃) occurred in every Indo-European branch and is therefore often considered already a Proto-Indo-European development
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(Byrd 2018: 2063–2064), other instances leading to similar results are clearly later. Greek shares with Armenian and probably Phrygian similar coloring of a word-initial laryngeal before a consonant (*h₁C > *eC; *h₂C > *aC; *h₃C > *oC), but only in Greek do we see a similar change concerning the syllabic laryngeal and the word-final laryngeal (*h₁ > *e; *h₂ > *a; *h₃ > *o; Beekes 2011: 146–153). These cases show that such colorings have occurred independently more than once, when the conditions (the coloring quality of the laryngeals) still remained.

Even the oldest type, the laryngeal coloring of short *e, could be later than Late Proto-Indo-European. It has been argued that in Indo-Iranian it seems to be younger than Brugmann’s Law (*o > *ō in open syllables; Lubotsky 1990; 2018: 1877). Ollett (2014) has shown that in Indo-Iranian the laryngeal coloring preceded the palatalization of the velar stops, but he could not decisively refute that Brugmann’s Law came first. According to Lubotsky (2018: 1877), the change of interconsonantal *H > *i must be even older than Brugmann’s Law in Indo-Iranian, at least in the final syllable.

Therefore, I place the laryngeal coloring within the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian stage. This leaves room for the option that also in the Northwest Indo-European lineage the laryngeal coloring could be partially a later phenomenon, which should be taken into consideration when assessing possible Archaic or Northwest Indo-European loanwords in Uralic. If we could stratify the convincing loanwords into pre- and post-coloring stages, the resolution in that donor lineage would increase.

Interestingly, among the loanwords into Uralic, there are no certain examples of the remaining *e with reflexes of the new palatalized affricates (*če-, *że-, *še), so there might be a gap in the contacts during the Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian stage. However, there are also only three more or less convincing Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with *ke- in Uralic, so this gap could be only illusory, caused by the low number of loanwords beginning with these secondary MPIIr affricates in the first place. Another possible explanation is that the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian vowel merger occurred very soon after the palatalization of velars.

Yet there is at least one possible loanword before the vowel merger: Late Proto-Finnic *herä- < PrePFi *šera- ‘wake up’ ← MPIIr *Hǯer- < LPIE *h₁ger- ‘awake’ (Holopainen 2019: 258). There are competing etymologies, and Uralic *š is not considered the most expected substitute (because Uralic also had a consonant *č), but there are parallel examples for the *š-substitution of an initial Indo-Iranian affricate:
West Uralic *šukta ‘swidden field’
  ← Plr *tsuxta ‘burned’ (Holopainen 2019: 264–265)
LPFi *hadas < PrePFi *šatas ‘sprout, germ (of seed)’
  ← Plr *dzaHta-, verbal adjective from the root *dzanH- ‘be born, grow’
   (could also be Germanic; Holopainen 2019: 257–258)
Possibly U šerńa ‘gold’
  ← Plr *dzəranya- ‘gold’ (Holopainen 2019: 232–234; other initial sibilants are possible for this Uralic word, see Subsection 2.5.2).

2.6. Connecting the Uralic and the Indo-Iranian reconstruction stages

2.6.1. Evidence from the lexical level

It has long been known that Samoyedic seems to be the lexical outlier within the Uralic language family. Samoyedic seemed to share the smallest number of words with all the other branches, and this situation was modeled as a division between Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic, leading to the stratification into the earlier Proto-Uralic (cognate present in Samoyedic) vs. the later Proto-Finno-Ugric layer (no cognate present in Samoyedic) in vocabulary (Sammallahti 1988).

However, the lexical level alone cannot reliably testify to the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic, because there are other possible explanations as to why some branches appear to share less or more inherited words with other branches than expected. Historical phonology is a more reliable level and leaves less room for different interpretations (J. Häkkinen 2012).

Nevertheless, concerning the Indo-Iranian loanwords, it seems remarkable that in the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer (14 words), there are no words with a cognate in Samoyedic (Grünthal et al. 2022: Appendix 2 “Indo-Iranian loans in Uralic”). It is statistically highly improbable that Samoyedic would have first borrowed and later lost all the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords. It seems necessary to assume that Samoyedic was already outside the contact zone during the earliest distinguishable Indo-Iranian contacts. However, Samoyedic surprisingly participated in contacts during the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer (see the following subsection).
2.6.2. Evidence from the sound substitutions of loanwords

As was presented in Subsection 1.2, parallel borrowings are the strongest evidence against the uniform proto-language. This works also the other way around: the lack of parallel borrowings bears evidentiary value in the cases where we have several possible sound substitutions. It is well known that there were four possible substitutes for Late Proto-Indo-Iranian *a on the Uralic side: *a, *ä, *o, and *ɛ (Holopainen 2019: 49–50). No phonological conditions have been found to explain the choice of the vowel – it appears to have been purely arbitrary (Holopainen 2019: 327–328). As LPIIr/PIr *a is also very frequent in loanwords, it works perfectly as a diagnostic vowel. In the LPIIr layer we still see many loanwords which have a wide distribution and in which all the Uralic branches agree with the same vowel substitution – even Samoyedic, when there is a cognate:

U *peŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom’ >
Mordvin *paŋgō ~ Mari *pongō ~ Mansi *piŋk ~ Khanty *pāŋk ~ Samoyedic *peŋkâ (Aikio 2015: 59)
← LPIIr *b(h)anga- ‘narcotic plant’ > Middle Persian bang, mang ‘henbane (Hyoscyamus niger)’ (Holopainen 2019: 186–188)

U *ćeřa, *ćeřkɔ >
Saami *ćuore ‘light gray (of reindeer hair), *ćuorkė-dė ‘gray (of human hair)’ ~ Samoyedic *sirâ ‘snow’, *sër ‘white, ice’ (Aikio 2020: 125–126)

U *ćehta ‘100’ >
Saami *ćuotē ~ Finnic *sata ~ Mordvin *šadō ~ Mari *šūdō ~ Permic *šo ~ Hungarian száz ~ Mansi *šit ~ Khanty *sāt (Aikio 2015: 60)
← LPIIr *ćatā-m ‘100’ (Holopainen 2019: 242–244)

U *kêntaw(w) ‘log, fallen tree’ >
Saami *kuontɔ ~ Finnic *kanto ~ Mordvin *kandō ~ Mansi *kïntâ ~ Khanty *kânt (Aikio 2015: 59)
← LPIIr *skandʰā- > Old Indic skândhas- ‘twig, branch’ (Holopainen 2019: 120)
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U *tora- ‘fight’ >
  Saami *toarə- ~ Finnic *tora- ~ ?Mordvin *túrə- ~ Samoyedic *təro-
  (Aikio 2015: 62)
  ← LPIIr *tara- ‘overcome’ (Holopainen 2019: 282–285)

U *ćoma- ‘be starving, get tired’ >
  Mordvin *śumə́- ~ Mari *śuma- ~ Permic *śuma- ~ Hungarian szom-
  (Aikio 2015: 61)
  ← LPIIr *ćamH- ‘be extinguished, die out’ (Holopainen 2019: 213)

U *onća ‘part, share’ >
  Finnic *osa ~ PSa *oańčē ~ Mari *užaš ~ Hungarian ágyék ~ Mansi *ūńć
  (Aikio 2015: 61)
  ← LPIIr *Hanća- ‘share of a fortune, loot’ (Holopainen 2019: 170–171)

U *ora ‘awl’ >
  Saami *oarē ~ Finnic *ora ~ PMd *urǝ́ ~ Hu ár (Aikio 2015: 61)
  ← LPIIr *Hā́rāH- ‘goad’ (Holopainen 2019: 163–164)

U *ćaδa- ‘rain’ >
  Finnic *sata- ~ Samoyedic *sårå- (Aikio 2015: 56)
  ← LPIIr *ćad- ‘fall’ (Holopainen 2019: 224)

It is highly improbable that of the four available substitutions for the Indo-
Iranian *a, all separate and already distinct Uralic branches would have
independently chosen the same one in every single loanword. Admittedly,
only four of these nine words have cognates in Samoyedic, in which the
original *a and *o cannot always be distinguished, but we can still distin-
guish from these sounds the original *e̮ and *ä. All four of these Samoyedic
cognates agree with the rest of Uralic. Consequently, the evidence points
to a borrowing situation preceding a wider regional dispersal of Uralic.
There must have still existed a narrow Uralic speech community during
the borrowing of these Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords.

However, even though parallel borrowing from Indo-Iranian seems
improbable, a possibility of borrowing from one Uralic pre-dialect to an-
other should also be considered. Nevertheless, the more words there are
with a wide distribution and regular cognates, the more improbable it is
that all of them could be due to intra-Uralic borrowing. These nine words
cannot be dismissed by this explanation.
During the slightly later Proto-Iranian loanword layer, separate regional pre-dialects already existed. For Proto-Iranian *a, we find different substitutions in different branches, each of them usually having quite a narrow distribution:

**U *kertáña ‘iron’ > Mari, Mordvin?**
Parallel borrowing U *kärta > Permic, Khanty?
← PIr *kárta- ‘a cut’ or PIr *kṛtí- ‘dagger, knife’ (Holopainen 2019: 121–125)

**U *počaw ‘reindeer’ > Saami, Finnic?, Mari, Permic**
Parallel borrowing U *páčVw/γ > Mansi, Khanty
← PIr *patsuka ‘livestock’ (Holopainen 2019: 184–185, 196)

**U *saŋka/*sonka ‘old’ > Mari, Hungarian (ambiguous borrowing: both *a and *o are possible for Mari and Hungarian)**
← PIr *sanaka ‘old’ (Holopainen 2019: 235)

**U *sišerńa ‘gold’ > Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty**
Possible parallel borrowing U *ćišerńa > Mari
Variant borrowing U *serńa > Mordvin
← PIr *dzí Hnya- ~ *dzoranya- ‘gold’ (or even AIr/OIr *zaranya?) (Holopainen 2019: 232–234)

The last example does not represent PIr *a, but it also shows variation between different pre-dialects. In Mari, the Malmyž dialect (MariM) has best preserved the original *s, while in the other dialects the *s has coalesced into *š (Metsäranta 2020: 36). However, in Tcheremissisches Wörterbuch (Moisio & Saarinen 2008) the closest dialect to Malmyž is marked as Ok (Bolshoy Kilmez), but it only has s in some of those words (and š in others), in which we find Malmyž s in the *Mari Nyelvjárási Szótár (Beke 1997–2001). It seems that the Malmyž dialect in the latter dictionary has best preserved the original *s, and the Bolshoy Kilmez dialect in the first dictionary second best.

In Beke’s dictionary, we find Malmyž *soŋgo ‘old’ (page 2449) and Malmyž šörtńö ‘gold’ (page 2492), the latter pointing towards either the original *ć or *š, being in any case an unexpected reflex. As *s and *š have coalesced in all the East Uralic branches, theoretically we could derive also them from U *šerńa. In Subsection 2.5, other examples showing U *š as the substitute for the Indo-Iranian initial affricates were considered.
2.6.3. Evidence from sound changes in different branches

The first sound changes appeared at the macro-branch level, although it must be noted that it was no longer a question of a uniform language but instead shared innovations between already regionally separate yet adjacent pre-dialects of the Uralic speech community. Especially diagnostic are the East Uralic sibilant changes shared by Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic (drafted in J. Häkkinen 2007: 71–73; reply to recent critique in J. Häkkinen 2023):

1. U *š and *š merge into *š
2. U *š > *l (voiceless lateral fricative) or *g (voiceless dental spirant)
3. U *č > *s

This chain of three subsequent changes in a certain order makes it practically impossible to assume independent development in different branches or later spreading from one branch to another. These changes must have occurred in a narrow area within a short time span (for wider argumentation, see J. Häkkinen 2023). Based on the previous subsection, the participants were already neighboring pre-dialects when these sound changes occurred, because the loanwords showing different substitutions between branches have also gone through the East Uralic sound changes. Two examples seen already in the previous subsection are the following:

U *san’ka/*søŋka ‘old’ > EU *laŋka/*loŋka >
   Hungarian agg ‘old’

U *šërńa ‘gold’ > EU *leřña >
   Hungarian arany ‘gold’ ~ Mansi *tarń ‘copper’ ~ Khanty *larńa ‘copper’.

Similarly, the westernmost branches Saami, Finnic, and Mordvin seem to share some sound changes. However, the current evidence points also here to shared innovations between already regionally separate but still adjacent centers or pre-dialects. First, the merger of *ð̚ into *ð intervocalically was possibly shared also by Mari, although it is also possible that the development of the two spirants in Mari differed from each other (Metsäranta 2020: 39). Uralic *g usually yields Mari *ũ, but sometimes it behaves like *a,
which changed into Late Proto-Mari *o regularly before velar consonants and occasionally in some other environments (Metsäranta 2020: 81, 314). However, as also Uralic *o has been preserved in Mari before the velar nasal, there the change could have been directly *ɛ > *o.

Even the three westernmost branches do not fully agree on the development of Uralic *ɛ: even though they share the changes *aj̑-ə > *ij̑-ə and *ɛ-a > *a-a (in Finnic *ɛ and the *a have totally merged), only Saami and Mordvin seem to share a later merger of *a-ə into *o-a (Aikio 2015: 39). However, it is to be expected that also pairwise changes appeared. Similarly, showing different pairwise distributions, Finnic shares with Mordvin the merger of the word-final *m into *n, and Finnic shares with Saami certain developments concerning round vowels in the second syllable (Kuokkala 2018).

Here is one example from the previous subsection showing that the West Uralic changes were later than the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords:

U *četa ‘100’ > WU *čata >
   Saami *čuotē ~ Finnic *sata ~ Mordvin *śadā

It is also possible that some loanwords with Proto-Iranian *a were originally substituted by Uralic *ɛ, which then changed into West Uralic *a, but we cannot know for certain, because at that stage there probably were no longer loanwords having regular cognates both in the western and other Uralic branches:

(U *wesa ‘calf’ >) WU *vasa >
   Finnic *vasa ~ Mordvin *vaz
   ← Iranian *wasā ‘calf’ (Holopainen 2019: 300–301)

There are also later Iranian loanwords borrowed even after some of the branch-specific sound changes, and often also the Iranian original is clearly younger and easy to distinguish from the Proto-Iranian word. Here I give only few examples:

Samoyedic *puḷla ‘bridge’
   ← Middle Iranian *puhl ‘bridge’ < LPIIr/PIr *pṛtu- (Holopainen 2019: 195). If this word was borrowed before the Samoyedic sound changes, it would have been **puj in Late Proto-Samoyedic.
Mansi *širγV ‘sword’
← Iranian (Alanic) *cirγ ‘sword’ < PIr *tiyra- (Holopainen 2019: 259).
Late Proto-Uralic *i > *ä in Mansi, so this borrowing is clearly later than the Mansi vowel changes. The initial consonant cannot reflect the Proto-Iranian stage.

Permic *das ‘10’
← Iranian *das ‘10’ < PIr *daca- (Holopainen 2019: 379). Late Proto-Uralic *a > *u in Permic, so this borrowing is clearly later than the Permic vowel changes. Also, Permic *s cannot reflect Proto-Iranian *c.

All the evidence presented in the preceding subsections will be considered when I set forth a new model for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic in Subsection 5.1. Consequences for the location of Late Proto-Uralic will be considered in Subsection 5.3.

3. Paleolinguistic arguments

Due to the tightened criteria, this section contains only few items. For example, the words for ‘bee’, ‘honey’, and ‘oak’ do not have cognates in the easternmost branches, while the words for ‘fir’ and ‘larch’ cannot be reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic due to sound correspondences that are too irregular.

3.1. Uralic *sęksa ‘Siberian pine’

For a long time, tree names have been used to locate the Proto-Uralic homeland. Many trees are too widespread to be diagnostic (birch, pine, spruce, willow, alder, rowan, bird cherry), but there are two groups of trees spreading in opposite directions and meeting in the Volga-Ural Region: the western deciduous trees (oak, elm, maple, linden, hazel, ash) and the eastern coniferous trees (Siberian pine, fir, larch). Consequently, neither of these tree groups could disqualify the Volga-Ural homeland, but the western trees could disqualify the more distant Siberian homeland, and the eastern trees could disqualify the Upper Volga and the more western homelands, if their names could be reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic. At the present, there is only one name for an eastern tree that fulfills the required criteria:
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U *sęksa ‘Siberian pine (Pinus sibirica, earlier Pinus cembra sibirica)’ >

Permic *sus ‘Siberian pine; juniper (in Udmurt)’ ~ Mansi *tįt ‘Siberian
pine’ ~ Khanty *tįya ‘Siberian pine’ ~ Samoyedic *tįtāŋ ‘Siberian pine’
(UEW: 445; Aikio 2015: 60).

Even though there are no cognates in the westernmost branches, the regu-
lar sound correspondences point to a very old word. The distribution of the
Siberian pine (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica) excludes Europe except for the
north-easternmost part north from the Upper Kama Region, but it also
excludes the southern half of West Siberia. While the pollen samples were
earlier often dated by stratigraphy, now there are an increasing number of
radiocarbon datings available. According to the new results, the Siberian
pine appeared in the Upper Kama Region only ca. 1300 BCE (Lapteva et al.
2017: 330), so this piece of evidence narrows the Late Proto-Uralic home-
land down to the Central Ural Region or the northern half of West Siberia.

3.2. Uralic *ćęla ‘elm’

The following is the name for a western tree with the widest Uralic
distribution:

U *ćiJa ‘elm (Ulmus)’ >

Mordvin *śaľŋį ‘elm’ ~ Mari *śola ‘elm’ ~ Hungarian szil ‘elm’ (UEW:

New possible cognate: Mansi *sīlt ‘linden bast’ > TY TCh sālt’, KL sālt,
KM KU Pe VN VS VNZ LM sēlt’, LL sēlt ‘linden bast’ (Kannisto 2013:
748a), LU So sālt ‘willow bast?’ (in compound words only; Kannisto
2013: 741b).

Aikio omits the otherwise regular Finnic cognate *salaga ‘crack willow
(Salix fragilis) etc.’ as a Germanic loanword. The Finnic *jalaga ‘elm’ would
be an otherwise suitable cognate, but here the problem is the lack of fur-
ther examples of the required irregular change *ć > **j. On the other hand,
I have recently proposed a possible Para-Slavic etymology for the Mordvin
word and the Finnic word *halaga ‘bay willow (Salix pentandra)’, speculat-
ing on the possibility of including also the Finnic *jalaga and *salaga there
(J. Häkkinen 2022: 132–133).
The Mordvin *ä is unexpected but explainable, as Aikio (2020: 48–49) presents a parallel case for the change U *ę > Mordvin *a > *ä next to *č: U *ęčǝ- ‘set’ > Mordvin *ašǝm > *äšǝm. The Hungarian and Mansi words can be regularly derived from U *ęčlǝ, but the final *-t in Mansi should be explained as a secondary element. However, such unexplained extra elements are occasionally seen at the end of Uralic nouns and verbs in Mansi (cf. Aikio 2020: 6–8: *älˊāt, *-ūjt-; 11: *ūlač). In the Mansi varieties the palatalized *l is more common than the expected *l, but this does not appear to be a big problem.

In Mari, *ę > *ü is the most frequent outcome, although *ę > *o is common in front of velar consonants (Metsäranta 2020: 80–81), and it occurs occasionally also in other environments: U *ęčmə ‘bird cherry’ > Mari *łom-bə | U *ęppɔ ‘father-in-law’ > Mari *owɔ | U *ęmpɔ ‘pond, bog’ > Mari *lo/áp ‘hollow, lowland’ (Metsäranta 2020: 314–315). Therefore, the cognates of Mordvin, Mari, Hungarian, and Mansi can all be derived from the common proto-form.

The different meaning of the proposed Mansi cognate requires some attention. First, names for trees do not necessarily follow our modern logic of biological taxonomy, instead they can be motivated by the function of a tree. Bast was taken from both linden and elm, and the Finnish words pärnä/pernä and kynneppää can refer to both trees; the former word can also mean ‘bast’ (Vilppula 1984: 196–198; SSA 2: pärnä). Furthermore, lehmus ‘linden’ can mean ‘soft wood’ and niini ‘bast’ can mean ‘linden’ in some Finnic varieties (SSA 2: lehmus, niini). These words seem adequate parallel cases to justify the semantic shift ‘elm’ > ‘bast’ for the Mansi word.

Second, a semantic shift is to be expected when a language has spread outside the natural habitat of the tree. Mansi is presently spoken in Northwest Siberia, an area to which the elm subspecies have never spread; the easternmost extension ends in the Central Ural Region (AgroAtlas: Ulmus glabra, Ulmus laevis), and even to the south from the current Mansi region around Chelyabinsk only sporadic pollen finds appear (Lapteva & Korona 2012: 329).

Linden, on the other hand, has spread to Siberia beyond the Central Ural Region, advancing by the present time well past the Irtysh–Tobol confluence (AgroAtlas: Tilia cordata), although its presence has remained marginal there (less than 1% of the pollen sum; Volkova et al. 2016: 309). Linden is the primary bast tree in the Southern Mansi region. In the region of the Northern Mansi varieties along the rivers Sosva and Lozva even
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linden is not present, so the meaning there has again shifted to ‘willow bast’. On the European side of the Urals, the elm arrived in the Middle Kama Region from the southwest already ca. 5000 BCE (Shumilovskikh et al. 2020: 533).

Concerning the names for ‘Siberian pine’ and ‘elm’, they both cover only part of the Uralic branches. Naturally, languages tend to lose words when they are no longer needed (semantic shift is, of course, another option). Therefore, we would not even expect to find names for eastern trees in the westernmost languages or names for western trees in the easternmost languages. Consequently, the loss of the word for (or at least the meaning) ‘elm’ in Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic is quite as expected as the loss of the word for ‘Siberian pine’ in Finnic, Saami, and Mordvin. Such tree names have the best possible excuse for their disappearance from languages, compared to words from any other semantic category.

Against this background, a regular cognate for U *cé̆lǝ ‘elm’ in Hungarian and Mansi – the latter showing a credible semantic shift – justifies the Finno-Ugric status for the word. Admittedly, Samoyedic seems to be the first Uralic branch to form a regionally separate center, but the associative arguments (see Subsection 5.3) still require the presence of Samoyedic in the immediate vicinity of Finno-Ugric for a long time. Consequently, the name for ‘elm’ would exclude Siberia as a whole from the possible regions for the Late Proto-Uralic homeland. On the other hand, if we omitted both words due to a lack of cognates in the other end of the language family, we would no longer have any diagnostic tree names left in Late Proto-Uralic.

Interestingly, the eastern trees have different evidentiary value in the cases of the European vs. the Siberian homeland, because these trees originate in Siberia. Considering the Siberian homeland, names for the eastern trees could have appeared in the language already much earlier than at the actual Late Proto-Uralic stage. This in turn would lead to a paradoxical conclusion that it would no longer be necessary to locate Late Proto-Uralic in Siberia – it would be enough to locate the very distant Pre-Proto-Uralic there. Considering the European homeland in the Volga-Ural Region, the names for both the western and the eastern trees could not have been acquired before the trees themselves spread to easternmost Europe from the opposite directions. Therefore, in the Volga-Ural homeland the appearance of the tree names would probably be closer to the actual Late Proto-Uralic stage.
3.3. Uralic *wVC(k)V 'metal'

This word is highly diverse in Uralic, and no single reconstruction has convincing cognates with wide enough distribution. Therefore, the dispersal of the word has recently been considered later than Late Proto-Uralic (Aikio 2015: 42–43). Grünthal et al. (2022: supplementary file: 12) have tried to defend a more suitable reconstruction for the Samoyedic cognate, *wäsä, by assuming that the Nganasan cognate is irregular, but even if we accepted LPSy *wäsä instead of *wäsa, there would be no certain cognates with *ä elsewhere: Saami *veaškē would regularly come from Uralic *wećka, and even though it might also come from *wäćka, also *waćka could be possible due to sporadic palatalization *a > *e caused by the adjacent *č. The Finnic *vaski could come from both Uralic *waćkə or *wäćka.

Mordvin and Hungarian rather point to *a in the first syllable, but Mari and Khanty even point to a secondary *a not corresponding to the Uralic *a. In Permic and Mansi the word only appears as the latter part of a compound word and has therefore been badly eroded, although *e seems a possible original vowel there (J. Häkkinen 2023). In conclusion, the word cannot be reliably reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic. Even if it were a Late Proto-Uralic word, its locational value would be weak, because the reconstructed meaning appears to be ‘metal’ in general, and copper was used widely in Northern Eurasia already several millennia before Late Proto-Uralic.

4. Other arguments

4.1. Lack of loanwords from certain languages

Nichols (2021: 355) and Grünthal et al. (2022: 8) write that the lack of Para-Baltic loanwords from the Fatyanovo Culture would testify against a homeland in the Volga-Ural Region. However, there are several reasons why such an argument is not valid.

First, we do not know for certain which language lineages were spoken within the Fatyanovo Culture. Even the Indo-Iranian lineage might have come from the Fatyanovo sphere: at least the Sintashta population was very similar to the Corded Ware populations both at the autosomal level (Saag et al. 2021: 5) and at the Y-chromosomal level (Underhill et al. 2014: 3, 5; Saag et al. 2021: 3).
Second, even though the Northwest Indo-European lineage was probably spoken (also) within the Fatyanovo Culture, it remained phonologically archaic up to the 2nd millennium BCE (see Subsection 2.3), so it is anachronistic to require Para-Baltic loanwords at the 3rd millennium BCE. Instead, there are plenty of proposed Archaic and Northwest Indo-European loanwords which can be connected to that cultural context, although at the moment we cannot stratify them reliably.

Third, the lack of loanwords is not a valid argument, because there is no universal law which would compel adjacent languages to borrow certain words (or any words at all) from each other. Borrowing a word is a complex sociolinguistic situation – it is not an automatic consequence of two languages spoken close to each other. Sometimes words get borrowed very easily, sometimes not.

Fourth, even if there originally were loanwords, there is a possibility that the speakers in the contact zone shifted their language to another, thus losing such loanwords along with their whole language. The Middle Volga was an especially complex area, where at many times several overlapping cultures coexisted (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 86–89). The situation was not necessarily as simple as the Uralic speakers borrowing loanwords from all of their neighbors and then that language expanding westwards, but there could have occurred language shifts back and forth, following several different cultural influences in different directions. To complicate the situation even more, there are also traces of Paleo-North European languages in the region (J. Häkkinen 2009: 47–49; Aikio 2015: 43–47; Zhivlov 2015), so the closest neighbor of the Uralic speech community in the west was not necessarily an Indo-European language.

Consequently, even though the Fatyanovo Culture belonged to the Corded Ware Cultures, we should not assume that there was only one language present within its whole wide region. Balto-Slavic was only one of possibly several languages spoken in the region, and it becomes recognizable only during the 2nd millennium BCE (Häkkinen 2022: 138–141; Kallio, forthcoming).

Another related argument can be seen in Grünthal et al. (2022: supplementary file, page 13), where the authors write that because the only metal name in Proto-Uralic meant only ‘metal’ in general, this could be seen as an argument against the homeland close to the rich metallurgical center in the Southern Urals. However, the authors ignore the fact that there were metallurgical centers also near the assumed Siberian homeland candidates
and that there were Indo-Europeans also in South Siberia already since 3300 BCE within the Afanasyevo Culture (which knew bronze metallurgy and even meteoritic iron; see Koryakova & Epimakhov 2006: 188–189). If the Late Proto-Uralic homeland was anywhere near there, should we not expect (Indo-European) metal names borrowed into Uralic also there? Of course, such expectations are in any case unfounded, as argued above.

Moreover, metal names are mainly temporal arguments, and they would have value for locating the Proto-Uralic homeland only if a word could be shown to have been borrowed from a certain locatable language already into Late Proto-Uralic. However, there are no metal names fulfilling these criteria (see Subsection 3.3). I have recently proposed an Indo-Iranian origin for the first part of a Mansi–Permic compound metal name, but it is in any case post-Proto-Uralic (J. Häkkinen 2023).

4.2. The taxonomic argument

The taxonomic argument is based on the deepest division within a language family. However, it is easy to find counterexamples like the Turkic, Indo-Iranian, or Celtic homelands, which are not located in the region where the deepest division is nowadays observed – not even within the present distribution of these branches (Kallio 2015b: 84). This argument could only work in cases in which the homeland falls within the present region of the language family – and not necessarily even always when that condition is fulfilled. Consequently, as this argument requires that we already know where the homeland is before we can apply it reliably, it is practically redundant.

Furthermore, the views on the taxonomic structure of the Uralic language family have been notoriously diverse: there are many different results based on many different pieces of evidence. However, sharing of the inherited lexicon, not to speak of only a short list of selected items (like numerals) thereof, cannot be considered a reliable datum, because there are possible distorting processes leading to either increased or decreased lexical sharing between branches (J. Häkkinen 2012). Therefore, the phonological level should always be taken as the starting point, although the lexical level cannot be totally dismissed, as will be shown with the new model for the disintegration of Proto-Uralic (Subsection 5.1).

Related to the taxonomic argument, Saarikivi (2022: 57) writes that the Ugric group is more diverse than other Uralic groups, and therefore the
Uralic homeland could be located close to the homelands of Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty. However, Ugric is not necessarily a taxonomic branch but instead a unit of areal convergence between the three branches. Even if it were a true branch, its greater diversity could not be interpreted as evidence about its greater temporal depth, because the structure and depth of a branch are purely stochastic. The variables are: (1) How long after the proto-language did the branch-specific sound changes occur? (2) How many consecutive divisions occurred within the branch? (3) How many of these sub-branches survived, without being leveled by closely related dialects or replaced by other languages?

There are several possible results from these variables. It is very well possible that most of the branches within a language family descended from a single recent macro-branch; and it is also possible that a single branch would have greater temporal depth within a language family than a macro-branch with several sub-branches. How it really was, cannot be deduced straightforwardly from the taxonomic structure of the language family – width cannot testify for depth.

Saarikivi (2022: 57) is probably correct when he writes, “If there is such a thing as Proto-Ugric, it is, without doubt, even older than Proto-Samoyedic.” This means that the disintegration of Proto-Ugric (if it was a branch) would be older than the disintegration of Late Proto-Samoyedic. Yet this branch-internal disintegration does not necessarily correlate with the external (family-wide) disintegration, for the reasons stated above.

### 4.3. Distances and tendencies

It has been argued that the Volga homeland is improbable, because it would require a movement over a huge distance to the region of Late Proto-Samoyedic (Grünthal et al. 2022: 8). Nevertheless, the known regional distribution of the Uralic branches is what it is, and no matter where the homeland was, some branch has had a greater distance to traverse than some other branch. We could equally well use this argument against the homeland in South Siberia, claiming it implausible that Samoyedic has not moved at all, while the Saami branch has moved over a huge distance. If anything, the distance argument could only be seen to support a somewhat central homeland, where the total distance for any single branch is not extremely long – that would be somewhere around the Volga-Ural Region.
It has also been argued that the general direction of movements in Eurasia has been from the east to the west (Grünthal et al. 2022: 8). However, it is easy to find counterexamples, like the spread of Pre-Proto-Tocharian and Indo-Iranian. A tendency is not a law, and therefore its evidentiary value is weak.

Quite similar is an argument based on language sinks: such regions would pull languages rather than push them, and as a language sink, the Middle Volga Region would be an improbable homeland (Grünthal et al. 2022: 8). Still, a proposed Uralic homeland in the Minusinsk Basin in South Siberia is also a language sink (Nichols & Rhodes 2018: 8). Again, this is merely a tendency, not a law.

Moreover, at least in the archaeological data it is well known that the region of the Upper–Middle Volga has for a long time been an expansion center (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 79–83). Certainly there were also languages connected to these consecutive cultural expansions, but all those earlier languages later disappeared under the Uralic expansion. Even though the earlier languages have not survived, we should not ignore their earlier existence: by constructing tendencies based only on the very few surviving language families, we cannot reach the complex reality of the past.

4.4. Lack of a non-Uralic substrate

This could be a potentially illuminating argument, but at the present state of the art, we know too little about the lost languages, their distribution, and how to even trace them properly. This criterion also works in one direction only: the presence of a non-Uralic substrate in a language can testify that there is no continuity from Late Proto-Uralic in that particular region, but the absence of a visible non-Uralic substrate cannot testify reliably that Late Proto-Uralic was spoken in that region.

Moreover, this criterion could only work for language families within which some extant branch has remained in the original location of the homeland, but in order to be able to fulfill that demand, we should already know where the original homeland was. Consequently, this argument is redundant.
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5. Late Proto-Uralic – when and where?

After all the relevant arguments and pieces of evidence have been considered, it is a time for a conclusion. As byproducts, a new model of disintegration and taxonomy will be proposed for the Uralic language family (Subsection 5.1), followed by the most resolute possible dating for the Uralic reconstruction stages (Subsection 5.2). Next, the Late Proto-Uralic homeland will be located (Subsection 5.3). Finally, the rules for connecting the linguistic results to the archaeological results will be briefly discussed (Subsection 5.4) and possible counterparts for the Uralic reconstruction stages will be proposed (Subsection 5.5).

5.1. The disintegration of Proto-Uralic

The disintegration of Proto-Uralic is connected to both the dating and the locating of the proto-language. Linguists who have touched on the Uralic homeland problem (myself included), have not always been able to properly distinguish between different levels of testimony: evidence from the lexical level, from the level of sound substitution of loanwords, and from the level of sound changes. This has sometimes led to favoring one level of evidence over another in order to solve an apparently contradictory picture. In the present critical examination I aim to remedy this problem, and to develop a model which not only allows us to be aware of and distinguish between all the levels of linguistic evidence, but also to use them together to “triangulate” for the most accurate chronological reconstruction possible.

In Section 2 some seemingly contradicting results from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers were presented:

1. There are no certain Indo-Iranian loanwords in Late Proto-Uralic.
2. Based on the lexical level, Samoyedic was already outside the Indo-Iranian contact zone during the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer.
3. Based on the sound substitutions, Samoyedic borrowed loanwords together with the other Uralic branches and even agreed with their sound substitutions during the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer.
4. Based on the sound substitutions, different Uralic branches show parallel borrowings from the Proto-Iranian loanword layer onward.
5. Based on the (macro-)branch-specific sound changes, the phonological developments began only after all the previous stages.
A new model of disintegration is needed to take all this evidence into consideration. I propose the following alternative labels for these five reconstruction stages:

$U_1 = \text{LPU (Late Proto-Uralic)} = \text{uniform proto-language}$

$U_2 = \text{AU (Ancient Uralic)} = \text{reorientating proto-language}$

$U_3 = \text{BU (Bicentric Uralic)} = \text{bicentric proto-language}$

$U_4 = \text{CU (Common Uralic)} = \text{substitutionally separated pre-dialects}$

$U_5 = \text{DU (Diverging Uralic)} = \text{phonologically separated proto-dialects}$

It is a matter of personal taste whether one favors numerical or alphabetical labels. It is also debatable whether the first three stages could perhaps be included within the concept of Proto-Uralic, but I find it most clarifying to give every stage its own label. The label Common Uralic was used by Grünthal et al. (2022), but the other labels after the stage $U_1$ are new. Figure 2 illustrates the disintegration of Proto-Uralic.

Centers are part of the same speech community, although regionally separated. Pre-dialects are regionally separated and show independent sound substitutions. Proto-dialects are regionally separated, show independent sound substitutions, and show (macro-)branch-specific sound changes. The next stage would be the branch-specific protolanguages, divided into early, middle, and late proto-stages, if necessary.

Familiarity with family-tree modeling might prevent us from pursuing or comprehending such a model, because in a line-drawn family tree, one trunk abruptly divides into two branches. However, linguistic reality is rarely so simple. A more adaptable illustration for the more complex process of disintegration is a “family funnel”, which allows us to stratify features alternating between wide and narrow distribution (Figure 3).

Naturally, later contact phenomena and convergence by chance (like erosion or loss of vowels in unstressed syllables) can occur between branches. Here the focus is only on features so ancient that they have had an impact on views about the taxonomic model of the Uralic language family. An abrupt disintegration means that one branch has immediately moved further from others, and a rigid disintegration means that no shared isoglosses appear between branches after the initial division. Based on the evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers, the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic was neither abrupt nor rigid.
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**U1 = LPU**
Late Proto-Uralic

**U2 = AU**
Ancient Uralic

**U3 = BU**
Bicentric Uralic

Different loanwords in different centers

**U4 = CU**
Common Uralic

**U5 = DU**
Diverging Uralic

Different sound substitutions in different pre-dialects
Different sound changes in different proto-dialects

Figure 2: Disintegration of Proto-Uralic: five successive reconstruction stages based on the evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers

Uralic branches

**U5**
Last shared changes

**U4**
Further division into several units

**U3**
More partial than total changes

**U2**
First changes which do not spread to the whole speech community

**U1**
Uniform proto-language

Late Proto-Uralic

Figure 3: The family funnel illustrates non-abrupt, non-rigid disintegration of a proto-language. Isoglosses (oval discs) may contain information from different levels of language: lexicon, sound substitutions, and sound changes.
5.2. Indo-Iranian evidence for dating Late Proto-Uralic

The absolute chronology of Indo-Iranian is quite firm in the later end, anchored by the following pieces of evidence, from the latest to the earliest:

1. The first Indic and Iranian writings appear at the mid-first millennium BCE, and they already show many branch-specific sound changes.

2. The Indic language of the Ṛgveda is considerably more archaic than Classical Sanskrit, even though the written attestations are not earlier, and thus the oral formation of the Ṛgveda has been dated already to the end of the 2nd millennium BCE (Cardona 2017). The same goes with the Iranian Old Avestan language as compared to the Younger Avestan language (Skjærvø 2017). Both of these more archaic varieties were transmitted in liturgical contexts for a long time before they were written down, while at the same time colloquial Indic and Iranian varieties went through more phonological changes.

3. Indic words in the Mitanni and Hittite writings from ca. 1400 BCE are even more archaic than Vedic Sanskrit, close to Proto-Indic (Witzel 2001: 49).

4. The chariot vocabulary shared by Indic and Iranian and certain ritualistic features described in the Ṛgveda and Avesta are best matched by the archaeological remains of the Sintashta Culture in the Southern Urals ca. 2100–1800 BCE (Anthony 2007: 408–411). Late Proto-Indo-Iranian can therefore be dated and located there.

5. Beyond that, the dating becomes more imprecise. Disintegration of Late Proto-Indo-European is dated to the late 4th millennium BCE (Anthony & Ringe 2015), but the Indo-Iranian sound changes probably began to occur only during the latter half of the 3rd millennium BCE.

The datings of these Indo-Iranian stages can be transferred to the Uralic side through the disintegration model based on Indo-Iranian loanword layers (Table 1).
Table 1: Uralic reconstruction stages and their approximate dating transferred from the Indo-Iranian chronology through the loanword layers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indo-Iranian stage</th>
<th>Dating and Uralic stage</th>
<th>Disintegration of Proto-Uralic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Indo-European</td>
<td>~2800 BCE</td>
<td>Early Proto-Uralic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Indo-European</td>
<td>~2500 BCE</td>
<td>Late Proto-Uralic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
<td>~2300 BCE</td>
<td>Finno-Ugric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
<td>~2000 BCE</td>
<td>Finno-Ugric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Iranian/Indic</td>
<td>~1800 BCE</td>
<td>Pre-dialects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Iranian/Indic</td>
<td>~1500 BCE</td>
<td>West Uralic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Iranian/Indic</td>
<td>~1200 BCE</td>
<td>Saami, Finnic, Mordvin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Evidence for locating Late Proto-Uralic

For locating purposes, the earlier stages of the Indo-Iranian lineage carry the most weight, being closer in time to Late Proto-Uralic. Based on the connection between the chariot-related vocabulary and the ceremonial practices described in the *Rgveda* and *Avesta* on the one hand, and the archaeological remains of chariots and graves on the other hand, Late Proto-Indo-Iranian is connected to the Sintashta Culture (ca. 2100–1800 BCE), and the language only spread beyond the river Tobol around 2000 BCE, when the Sintashta-rooted Andronovo Complex spread to Southwest Siberia and Northern Central Asia (Anthony 2007: 389–390, 397; E. Kuz’mina 2007: 451).

All the stages leading to Late Proto-Indo-Iranian developed on the European side of the Urals (E. Kuz’mina 2007: 305). There are no serious challenging views for the original European homeland of the Indo-Iranians, which is significant considering the location of the Uralic stages. Traditionally the Indo-Iranian lineage has been connected to archaeological
cultures of the European steppe, like the Poltavka Culture (Mallory & Adams 1997: 439–440), but also influence from the Abashevo Culture into the Sintashta Culture has been acknowledged (Anthony 2007: 382–387).

Even though the Poltavka Culture began already ca. 2600 BCE (Morgunova & Khokhlova 2013), there is no reason to believe that the Indo-Iranian phonological developments began so early. Most of the Indo-Iranian loanwords were borrowed into Uralic only after the vowel merger in Late Proto-Indo-Iranian, and the rest of them need not be much earlier, reflecting already most of the Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian sound changes (see Subsection 2.5). Therefore, even though already the Poltavka Culture spread beyond the Southern Urals, it is highly uncertain to try to explain the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic by its extension beyond the Urals, as implied by Grünthal et al. (2022: 10). More likely Early Proto-Indo-Iranian developed only slightly before the appearance of the Sintashta Culture in the Southern Ural Region ca. 2100 BCE.

Moreover, it is not certain that the Indo-Iranian lineage can be connected to the Poltavka Culture at all. The Sintashta Culture has roots both in the steppe cultures and in the Abashevo Culture, and the latter has roots also in the Fatyanovo Culture (belonging to the Corded Ware Cultures; Anthony 2007: 383). Based on the recent genetic results, the Sintashta population was most similar to the populations of the Fatyanovo Culture and the other Corded Ware Cultures, both at the autosomal level (Saag et al. 2021: 5) and at the Y-chromosomal level (Underhill et al. 2014: 3, 5; Saag et al. 2021: 3). Consequently, we cannot exclude the Fatyanovo Culture as the possible origin of the Indo-Iranian lineage.

For Uralic, the exact cultural counterpart for Early Proto-Indo-Iranian is irrelevant, because all the candidates (the Poltavka, the Abashevo, and the Fatyanovo-Balanovo Culture) coexisted in just about the same Volga-Ural Region at the late 3rd millennium BCE. The partial overlapping of the Fatyanovo-Balanovo and the Abashevo Cultures could explain the regionally spread features shared by Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian, like satemization and the *ruki*-rule (see Section 2.3), as suggested by Parpola (2022: 264).

Although the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer directly requires locating only the Finno-Ugric center in the vicinity of the Southern Urals (likely to the north from the Indo-Iranians, in the Central Ural Region), there are associated arguments requiring also the presence of the Samoyedic center right next to it for a long time:
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1) Samoyedic still shares some Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with other Uralic branches during the stage U3, showing in different words the same arbitrary substitute for the LPIIr *a as the Finno-Ugric branches. These shared loanwords would be impossible to explain if Samoyedic were already located in South Siberia (see also Kallio 2015b: 82, footnote 5).

2) Samoyedic appears to have participated in the chain of three subsequent sibilant changes shared with Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty, which requires the presence of Samoyedic next to the three other branches (which descend from the Finno-Ugric center) still during the stage U5.

3) Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty share Early and Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords (with the same sound substitutions) with the western branches, so they must still be located around the Central Ural Region through the stages U2 and U3. After that, they could have moved to Siberia together with Samoyedic, in which case the East Uralic sibilant changes at the stage U5 could have occurred in Siberia. On the other hand, it is also possible that all these branches were still in the Central Ural Region during that stage.

We may note a strikingly compatible pattern between the distribution of the Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic and the reconstructed dispersal of Indo-Iranian: first, during the stage U2, when Early Proto-Indo-Iranian was spoken in the Volga-Ural Region, the Samoyedic center was outside the contact zone. Later, during the stage U3, when Late Proto-Indo-Iranian spread to the east and was spoken in the Southern Trans-Urals between the headwaters of the rivers Ural and Tobol within the Sintashta Culture, the Samoyedic center got involved in the Indo-Iranian contacts. Therefore, we can locate the Finno-Ugric center in the western part of the Central Ural Region and the Samoyedic center in the eastern part of the Central Ural Region (see Figure 4 below).

The crucial question is whether the uniform Late Proto-Uralic (the stage U1) was spoken in that very same area or somewhere else. It seems impossible that the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic could have occurred in some distant location, like around the Middle Irtysh Region or even beyond. If that was the case, Samoyedic would have remained there, while only Finno-Ugric would have moved to the Central Ural Region, and we could not explain how Samoyedic could share with Finno-Ugric some Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with the very same arbitrary sound substitutions at the stage U3. Neither could we explain how Samoyedic could have participated in the chain of three successive sibilant changes
together with the ancestral stages of Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty at the stage U5.

Consequently, there is no avoiding the inevitable conclusion: the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic must have begun in the Central Ural Region. Of course, it is possible that its immediate ancestor arrived from South Siberia only slightly before the beginning of the disintegration, but that possible stage in South Siberia could not be labeled Late Proto-Uralic. Earlier stages of the Uralic lineage fall beyond the scope of this scrutiny, but hopefully future research produces more results about that topic. At the moment scholars might locate the distant Pre-Proto-Uralic both in Siberia (Aikio 2022: 26–27) and in the Volga-Ural Region (Parpola 2022).

This conclusion has an important consequence: through the above-presented associative arguments, every piece of evidence which is absent in Samoyedic yet shows a Finno-Ugric distribution, phonologically regular enough, and semantically credible cognates, now has an impact on the location of Late Proto-Uralic itself. By anchoring the Finno-Ugric center, any such piece of evidence anchors also the Samoyedic center in the immediate vicinity of the Finno-Ugric center until after the stage U3, and in the vicinity of the other East Uralic branches until after the stage U5. I shall label this factor the “Uralic bundle effect”.

While the Indo-Iranian loanword layers pull Late Proto-Uralic to the west, the area of the Siberian pine holds the reins for that pull. Even today, the natural habitat of the Siberian pine on the European side of the Urals does not reach south from the Upper Kama Region, although random occurrences might appear in a wider area in the north-eastern part of European Russia (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica). However, random occurrences can hardly explain the preservation of the tree name in the daughter languages for over four millennia – clearly the languages must have been spoken very close to the natural habitat of the Siberian pine.

Pollen of this tree appears in the Upper Kama Region only ca. 1300 BCE (Lapteva et al. 2017), which requires the presence of the speakers of Late Proto-Uralic firmly in the Central Urals, excluding the Middle Volga homeland and every homeland candidate further to the west. However, the South Siberian homeland encounters problems, too. Even though the Siberian pine has for a long time been present in the Sayan Region (Blyakharchuk & Chernova 2013), it is not present in the southern part of West Siberia (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica), through which the Uralic language could probably be supposed to have extended were the homeland
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in South Siberia. To secure the presence of the Siberian pine along the expansion route, the language should have moved first to the north along the Yenisei, and only then to the west.

The Finno-Ugric name for ‘elm’ excludes the West Siberian homeland, but the Central Ural Region and the European homelands are acceptable. Perhaps the word was never even adopted into Samoyedic, but in any case, the “Uralic bundle effect” requires Samoyedic in the immediate vicinity, i.e. in the eastern slopes of the Central Urals. During the 3rd millennium BCE, the Central Ural Region was the only region where the Siberian pine and elm met each other (Figure 4).

However, names for these trees did not necessarily appear in the language at the same moment. It is possible that one of them appeared earlier in Pre-Proto-Uralic either in the more western or in the more eastern region, and the other one was adopted later. Nevertheless, no matter which scenario we favor, the evidence always pulls Late Proto-Uralic back to the Central Ural Region.

Even if one rejects the name for the elm as uncertain due to the semantic shift in Mansi, the final result would not change. In that case, the name for the Siberian pine could have been borrowed already earlier in Siberia, but the Indo-Iranian loanword layers still require Late Proto-Uralic and the subsequent stages in the Central Ural Region (Figure 4). The Koptyaki Culture appears to have been in the right place at the right time (see Subsection 5.5).

The boundaries of the Siberian pine, elm, and forest-steppe on the map in Figure 4 are based on the present distribution, but the latter two have not changed for many millennia, although the boundary of Siberian pine was somewhat further to the east during the Late Proto-Uralic stage, as described above.

In the Central Trans-Urals, the forest-steppe reaches up to the river Iset (the boundary as drawn in O. Kuz’mina 2021: 1209) and has remained rather stable for several millennia, since long before the Late Proto-Uralic stage (Lapteva & Korona 2012: 329–330). Distinguishably Mansi place-names reach from the present Mansi region to the south, between the headwaters of the Neiva and Iset (Matveev 2011: 445) – this region is exactly on the Central Ural Passage. Consequently, there is no need to locate the ancestral stages of Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty in any more southern environment in order to explain the horse-related vocabulary.
5.4. Connecting linguistic and archaeological results

In the following subsection I consider possible extra-linguistic counterparts for the Uralic dispersal. It must be emphasized that what is suggested here, is not a result as much as a starting point for further research. Nevertheless, even the starting point requires certain conditions: (1) that we accept the linguistic results and (2) that we can find an extralinguistic counterpart in the right place at the right time, its later stages spreading in the right direction(s).
Methodological pitfalls of multidisciplinary surveys have been recognized for a long time in Indo-European and Uralic studies (e.g., Mallory 1989; 2001; Aikio & Aikio 2001; Heggarty 2007; J. Häkkinen 2010; Saarikivi & Lavento 2012), and I shall not delve deeper into the methodology here. I only mention a few important points.

First, an archaeological culture could contain several language communities, and a language community could correspond to several cultures. Therefore, if we consider an ancient language as a phenomenon tightly following cultural boundaries or distribution of cultural features, we are not in reality even dealing with language but with some imaginary pseudo-linguistic level: an abstract projection of cultural boundaries, erroneously labeled as “language”.

Second, cultures are usually polythetic, which means that a distribution may vary from item to item. How then could we ever guess to which an item a language would best correspond? How could we know whether an ancient speech area matched better with a distribution of ceramic pots, bronze axes, or certain type of graves?

Third, a correlation between a language and an archaeological or a genetic phenomenon is always only momentary. In a different place or at a different time the same phenomenon could be connected to a different language. This is an inevitable conclusion from the fact that language is not inherited dependent on any cultural or genetic phenomena. Assuming otherwise is again dealing with some irreal pseudo-linguistic level. For every step of a language expansion, the counterpart should be looked for independently.

Fourth, there are always several possible counterparts for language. A language always has only one genealogical root (except for real mixed languages), while cultures and populations usually have several roots, and so do their ancestral cultures and populations, etc. Therefore, when trying to follow a language back in time, the probability to choose the right counterpart grows cumulatively lower by each step beyond the starting point (the initial spatial-temporal correlation).

Fifth, archaeological continuity usually corresponds to linguistic discontinuity: archaeological continuity is to some extent evident everywhere, yet the linguistic landscape is mostly a result of quite recent language expansions. The wider the area of the language family, the lower the probability that any random region was the original homeland.
One cannot discern language from culture or DNA, and archaeology or genetics do not have methods for studying language. If language is included in a multidisciplinary survey, then the most reliable linguistic results must be taken as the starting point. If there appears a discrepancy in time or space between the results of different disciplines, one cannot ignore the linguistic results and keep on claiming that a certain language must be dated earlier or located in another place in order to save that particular correlation. The only scientific way is to acknowledge the discrepancy and comprehend that clearly this extra-linguistic phenomenon is a poor match for this particular language. The only way forward is to find a better-matching candidate without discrepancies in time, space, or direction of expansion.

Consequently, when in the following subsections I will present an archaeological phenomenon as a possible counterpart for a language, it only means that there appears an apparent spatial-temporal match. I do not intend that this language is confined within the limits of such a phenomenon, nor that this language is the only possible language within those limits, nor that this language is transmitted to the following generations along with certain archaeological phenomena, nor that this language can be assumed to descend from a certain local or non-local ancestor of that appointed counterpart. Nevertheless, even a connection as thin as assumed here is still a connection to more concrete prehistorical events, which makes it easier to comprehend the context where the speakers of this language lived.

On the Indo-European side, there are some fortunate anchors between the linguistic and archaeological realities, which connect a certain language in a certain place and time: the wagon vocabulary in Late Proto-Indo-European, finding its counterpart in the remains of early wagons within the Yamnaya Culture in the late 4th millennium BCE (Anthony & Ringe 2015), and the chariot vocabulary in Indo-Iranian, finding its counterpart in the remains of the first chariots within the Sintashta Culture ca. 2000 BCE (Anthony 2007: 408–411). On the Uralic side we are not so fortunate, but we can anchor our reconstruction stages through the Indo-European loanword layers, as was demonstrated in Subsection 5.2.
5.5. The Koptyaki Culture and the Seima-Turbino Network

The Koptyaki Culture in the Central Ural Region occupied the natural trade route over the Central Urals: the plateau between the adjacent headwaters of the rivers Iset in Siberia and Chusovaya in Europe. Sites of the culture show bronze items of both the Samus-Kizhirovo type and the Seima-Turbino type, and its chronology and origin remain so far rather unclear. It probably derives partly from the local Ayat Culture, partly from eastern and southern influences (Korochkova et al. 2010; Korochkova 2019; Grigoriev 2021: 22). The Koptyaki Culture had contacts with the cultures to the south, unlike the contemporaneous cultures in the West Siberian southern taiga zone (Korochkova 2012: 146). This agrees with the Indo-Iranian loanword layers in Uralic.

Within the Koptyaki Culture, considerable variation is visible from the Middle Kama Region in the west to the Tobol Region in the east, but the ceramics are considered the common denominator (Korochkova 2019: 734). Chronologically probably only the later stages U3–U5 could be connected to the Koptyaki Culture itself, and Late Proto-Uralic might be connected to its poorly known local predecessor (local for the reasons explained in Subsection 5.3). The Koptyaki Culture was succeeded by the Cherkaskul and the Mezhovskaya Cultures (see below; Grigoriev 2021: 22).

Interestingly, the Central Ural Plateau was exactly the passage through which the main trade route of the Seima-Turbino Network ran. According to the distribution maps of the Seima-Turbino items, the main river route from the Sayan Region to Europe was the Irtysh–Tobol–Iset–Chusovaya–Kama–Volga (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 99–111). Another route from Tobol was slightly more northern but ended very close in the watershed area, where the recently found site of Shaytanskoie Ozero is located: along the Tobol–Tura–Neiva–Revda–Chusovaya (Chernykh et al. 2017: 48). One might suspect that the people of the Koptyaki Culture profited greatly from the use of these routes by the traders of the Seima-Turbino Network.

It was Carpelan who first proposed that the Seima-Turbino Network was connected to the spread of Samoyedic from the Volga Region to South Siberia (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 109). Kallio (2006) considered its connection to the spread of Proto-Uralic, followed by J. Häkkinen (2009) and Parpola (2012b; 2017). Recently Grünthal et al. (2022) connected it to the spread of Finno-Ugric westwards from West Siberia.
While the Abashevo metallurgy derived from the Circum-Pontic metallurgical tradition and was based on arsenical bronze, the Seima-Turbino metallurgy was based on tin bronze. Tin came from and was first utilized in the Altay-Sayan Region, but copper deposits were found in a wider area in the Ural Region and Kazakhstan (Koryakova & Epimakhov 2006: 28–29).

The initial stage of the network in Southwest Siberia ca. 2200–2000 BCE cannot be associated with the Uralic speakers, for the reasons presented in Subsection 5.3, but perhaps the later stages in Europe could. After securing the passage over the Central Urals (datings from the Shaytanskoye Ozero site right on the passage are ca. 2000–1650 BCE; Korochkova 2019: 733), the Seima-Turbino Network established new centers in the Kama Region and the Mid-Upper Volga Region ca. 1900–1600 BCE (Chernykh et al. 2017: 51–52; Marchenko et al. 2017).

Interestingly, the Pepkino Kurgan on the southern side of the Middle Volga in Mari El contained the remains of 28 Abashevo warriors who were killed probably around 2000 BCE (Chernykh et al. 2017: 53). As the Seima-Turbino sites appear further to the west soon after that, it seems possible that the Seima-Turbino Network managed to take control over the Volga route. However, there are traces of hostilities also between the people of the Abashevo and the Balanovo Cultures, so it is only speculation that the Abashevo mass grave and the expansion of the Seima-Turbino Network would be causally connected.

At the same time with the Seima-Turbino expansion, widespread east-west contacts can be seen also in the shared features of ceramics between the Krotovo Culture (in the Middle Irtysh Region), the Garino Culture (in the Middle Kama Region), and the Chirkovo Culture (in the Mid-Upper Volga Region; Vybornov et al. 2019: 19). These locations match with the Seima-Turbino centers in Rostovka, Turbino, and Yurino, respectively.

As ceramics in prehistoric Eurasia are widely considered to have been the realm of women, perhaps this spread of certain features in ceramics reflects the exchange of brides between the groups participating in the Seima-Turbino Network, or perhaps the bronze traders brought their families with them. Together the shared extension of both bronze items and ceramic wares seems to testify to the movement of both men and women within the wide network, which offers an adequate background also for a possibility of a language expansion.
Could the Uralic speakers, as the gatekeepers of the Central Ural Passage, have demanded their share of the network on the European side of the Urals? They already had established contacts with the neighbors to the south and southwest, as testified by the Indo-Iranian loanwords. Joining in the network and expanding it could be the ultimate reason behind the Uralic expansion to the west. The Middle–Upper Volga centers could correspond to the West Uralic branches (Saami, Finnic, Mordvin, West Chudic, and Meryanic, and perhaps Mari), and the Middle Kama center could correspond to the Central Uralic branches (Permic and perhaps Mari). The original region of Mari is uncertain: this branch seems to share a surprisingly low number of pairwise words and common innovations with both Permic (Metsäranta 2020: 285–286, 290–291) and Mordvin (Itkonen 1997: 259), so perhaps Mari was for a long time separated from those branches by unknown Uralic or non-Uralic neighboring languages.

The East Uralic branches (Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic) could be connected to the Cherkaskul Culture, which existed in the very same Central Ural Region between Middle Kama and Tobol after the Koptyaki Culture, ca. 1800–1500 BCE, as suggested by Parpola (2012a). The influence of this culture is visible also in the Upper Ob and Irtyshev Region, which is considered as the homeland of Late Proto-Samoyedic. The Cherkaskul Culture is included among the Andronoid Cultures, the label reflecting a strong influence from the steppe Andronovo Complex; especially in ceramics the connection to the Fyodorovka Culture is clear (Grigoriev 2021: 24). There also appeared an expansion from the Cherkaskul Culture to the southern directions, to both sides of the Urals (Korochkova 2011: 28–29).

The Ugric branches possibly continued together in the Central Ural Region within the following Mezhovskaya Culture ca. 1500–1000 BCE. This archaeological framework presented by Parpola (2012a) matches nicely with the datings achieved from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers: the East Uralic sibilant changes were probably fully developed by 1500 BCE at the latest. The leap of Samoyedic to South Siberia separated it from the other Uralic branches for millennia to come, until much later the northward-advancing Samoyeds met the eastward-advancing Khanty between the Ob and Yenisei.

For Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty the eastern side of the Urals is far enough: from there Hungarian moved first to the south and later to the west, while Mansi and Khanty moved to the north and northeast. The
forest-steppe zone extends to the river Iset, so the Ugric horse-related vocabulary from some unknown language could have been adopted right there in the Central Ural Region.

There are already recent models of dispersal agreeing with the rejuvenated Proto-Uralic (Parpola 2012a; 2012b; 2017; 2022; Lang 2020), and it is not possible to go through the whole dispersal process here. Suffice it to say that connecting the spread of Saami and Finnic westwards from the Upper Volga Region to the later stages of the Netted Ware tradition at the end of the 2nd millennium BCE seems possible, although the linguistic results could also agree with a somewhat later dispersal.

To conclude, the Seima-Turbino Network is only a partial match for the early Uralic expansion: its later western extension might be connected to the early dispersal of Uralic westwards from the Central Ural Region, but its earlier eastern core region cannot be related to the expansion of Late Proto-Uralic or the subsequent stages. Even during the stage U5 closing to the mid-second millennium BCE, the Uralic proto-dialects appear to have spread only within a narrow strand, reaching from the Volga–Oka Region through the Lower/Middle Kama Region to the Central Ural Region. At the same time, the Seima-Turbino Network had already reached its ultimate width from Mongolia to Finland.

Nevertheless, as people and items spread quicker than languages, it is possible that the Uralic speakers were somehow involved in the whole width of the Seima-Turbino Network, but their number and proportional density was sufficient to expand their language only within a few centers close to their core area. Parpola (2012b: 159–160) has earlier proposed that only the European side of the network was Uralic-speaking, while the Siberian side spoke Indo-Iranian. However, the new datings for the Seima-Turbino Network in Siberia (Chernykh et al. 2017; Marchenko et al. 2017) are too early for Indo-Iranian, so the language in the Siberian part of the network must have been originally something else.

Mallory (2001) has proposed that the Indo-Iranian influence and a new societal structure could be behind the Uralic expansion. There are indeed several Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords which could reflect a bronze-trade context: metal tools *ora ‘awl’ and *waćara ‘hammer, ax’; *ćišta ‘wax’, which could be connected to bronze casting; numerals *će̅ta ‘100’ and *ćasra ‘1000’, as well as *a/erwa ‘value’, possibly connected to high-volume bronze trade; and *asora ‘lord, prince’ connected to the new social organization (all these loanwords are from Holopainen 2019).
Additionally, I have recently suggested an Indo-Iranian etymology for the first component of a compound metal name U *ä(j)sVn-weć(k)V ‘tin and/or lead’ found only in Permic and Mansi but still preceding the East Uralic sound changes. U *ša/okara ‘armor’, found only in Khanty, could be already a Proto-Iranian loanword, yet still earlier than the East Uralic sound changes (J. Häkkinen 2023). The oldest body armor in the relevant region is a lamellar armor made of horn blades, found in the Seima-Turbino burial ground in Rostovka, in the Middle Irtysh Region (Koryakova & Epimakhov 2006: 107). Recent datings from Rostovka range mostly between 2200–2000 BCE (Marchenko et al. 2017; Chernykh et al. 2017).

However, there is nothing in these words pointing specifically towards the Seima-Turbino Network: the words could be related to other metallurgical traditions or cultures as well, for example to the Abashevo and the Sintashta Cultures. It seems probable that there were several factors behind the Uralic expansion: (1) contacts with the Indo-Iranians to the south and southwest, (2) contacts with the Seima-Turbino Network to the east, and (3) a critical location controlling the Central Ural Passage, which was of paramount importance for the trade routes running in the Eurasian forest zone.

Based on the known later development (prevailing of the Uralic languages both to the west and to the east from the Urals instead of Indo-Iranian, Paleo-West Siberian, or Paleo-North European languages), it seems that the Uralic speakers managed to capitalize on their strategic position to the maximum. The first wave of expansion was directed to the west from the Central Ural Region around the second quarter of the 2nd millennium BCE, and the second wave was advancing westwards from the Upper Volga Region (Finnic, Saami, Mordvin, Meryanic, and West Chudic; see Rahkonen 2013) from the late 2nd millennium BCE onward. In the east, only Samoyedic leaped far away to the Sayan Region probably at some point during the latter half of the 2nd millennium BCE, while the Ugric branches remained in the vicinity of the Central Ural Region for a long time. We cannot exclude the possibility of Para-Samoyedic languages existing earlier in Southwest Siberia, but the traces probably would have been wiped away by later successive expansions of Iranian, Yeniseian, and Turkic languages.
6. Conclusion

In this critical examination I have considered every relevant piece of evidence fulfilling the criteria for Late Proto-Uralic word and carrying locational evidentiary value, and I have mapped out the most accurate possible regions concerning individual pieces of evidence. The evidence leaves room for only one possible homeland for Late Proto-Uralic: the Central Ural Region.

However, the sphere of this homeland reaches towards the Middle Kama in the west and Middle Tobol in the east, partially overlapping with some recent homeland propositions (Parpola 2022: 270, 264; Saarikivi 2022: 56). The evidence dismisses homeland candidates further to the west (e.g. the Middle Volga Region and the Upper Volga Region) or to the east (e.g. the Middle Irtysh Region and the Sayan Region). Nevertheless, some of these rejected regions could be the homeland of some earlier stage preceding Late Proto-Uralic.

Another result of this scrutiny is a more resolute stratification of the Indo-Iranian loanword layers. Based on these loanword layers, a new model for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic is presented. This kind of flexible model is necessary to account for the non-abrupt, non-rigid disintegration process of Late Proto-Uralic. Moreover, through these loanword layers the Uralic reconstruction stages are anchored to the Indo-Iranian chronology. It is argued that even though Late Proto-Uralic was divided into two centers (Samoyedic and Finno-Ugric) already soon after ca. 2500 BCE, both centers must have remained close to each other until ca. 2000 BCE.

Only in the first quarter of the 2nd millennium BCE did the Uralic speech area disperse into a narrow strand reaching from the Upper Volga Region (> Saami, Finnic, West Chudic, Meryanic, Mordvin, and possibly Mari) through the Volga-Kama confluence (> Permic, possibly Mari and possible extinct branches between them) to the Central Ural Region (> Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic). This dispersal led to several Uralic pre-dialects, probably corresponding to the branch ancestors. During the second quarter of the 2nd millennium BCE, the first macro-branch-specific sound changes occurred, giving rise to the Uralic proto-dialects (probably four regional units: West Uralic, East Uralic, Mari, and Permic). Only ca. 1500 BCE could the individual branches have begun to advance farther from each other, and this concerns also Samoyedic, which must be located in the vicinity of the Central Ural Region until that time.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIE</td>
<td>Archaic Indo-European: any dialect following Late Proto-Indo-European but not yet showing branch-specific sound changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIr</td>
<td>Archaic Iranian: between Proto-Iranian and Old Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU = U2</td>
<td>Ancient Uralic: reorientating proto-language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU = U3</td>
<td>Bicentric Uralic: bicentric proto-language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU = U4</td>
<td>Common Uralic: several pre-dialects, showing independent sound substitutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU = U5</td>
<td>Diverging Uralic: several proto-dialects, showing shared sound changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIE</td>
<td>Early Proto-Indo-European: the common ancestor to all the Indo-European languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIIr</td>
<td>Early Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPU</td>
<td>Early Proto-Uralic: a recent ancestor, preceding Late Proto-Uralic by several centuries; a stage during which the earliest Archaic Indo-European loanwords were possibly borrowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>East Uralic (comprising Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>International Phonetic Alphabet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>East Mansi dialect of Lower Konda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>East Mansi dialect of Middle Konda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KU</td>
<td>East Mansi dialect of Upper Konda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of Lower Lozva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of Middle Lozva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPIE</td>
<td>Late Proto-Indo-European: the common ancestor to all the Indo-European branches after Anatolian and Tocharian split off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPIIr</td>
<td>Late Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPU = U1</td>
<td>Late Proto-Uralic: immediately preceding the disintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>North Mansi dialect of Upper Lozva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPIIr</td>
<td>Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NwIE</td>
<td>Northwest Indo-European: archaic dialect continuum of the predecessors of at least Balto-Slavic, Germanic, Celtic, and Italic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIr</td>
<td>Old Iranian, during the 1st millennium BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of Pelymka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plr</td>
<td>Proto-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrePU</td>
<td>Pre-Proto-Uralic: a distant ancestor or long continuum preceding Late Proto-Uralic by several millennia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So</td>
<td>North Mansi dialect of Sosva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCh</td>
<td>South Mansi dialect of Great Chandyri on Tavda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TY</td>
<td>South Mansi dialect of Yannichkova on Tavda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPA</td>
<td>Uralic Phonetic Alphabet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of Sotnikova on North Vagilsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNZ</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of Zaozernaya on North Vagilsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>West Mansi dialect of South Vagilsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU</td>
<td>West Uralic (comprising Saami, Finnic, Mordvin, and probably the extinct West Chudic and Meryanic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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